
Harold and Maude 
A young man obsessed with death meets a 
79-year-old woman while crashing funerals, be
ginning one of the most unlikely love stories ever 

told on film. Though it was a commercial flop at

the time of its release, Harold and Maude has de
veloped a cult following over the past 40 years 
and was selected by the Library of Congress for 

preservation in the National Film Registry in 
1997 for its cultural significance. The unforgetta
ble scene when Harold pretends to attack Maude 

-- who is posing as a peace activist to help him 
avoid the military -- was unmistakably filmed 
among the ruins of San Francisco’s Sutro Baths.
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What's Up Doc?
Ranked among the 100 greatest comedies of all time by the 
American Film Institute, What’s Up Doc? sought to pay hom
age to comedy films of the 1930s. It won the Writer’s Guild of 
America’s “Best Comedy Written Directly for the Screen” award
and became one of the highest-grossing films at the box office 
in 1972. The film is full of inside references to other movies, 
most notably riffing on the classic chase scene from Bullitt,
with Doc’s race through the streets of San Francisco culminat
ing in a spectacular landing in the San Francisco Bay. 
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So I Married an  
Axe Murderer 
“WHOA-MAN! WHOA-OH-OH-OH-MAN!” In the off-kilter 
1990 comedy So I Married an Axe Murderer, Mike Myers stars 

as a beat poet with commitment issues who falls for a beautiful 

lady butcher (played by Nancy Travis), only to stumble upon a 

series of strange clues pointing to the unlikely possibility that
she is a serial killer. Myers plays both the Charlie McKenzie lead 

role as well as Charlie’s eccentric and highly quotable Scottish 

father, Stuart. The film was centered in San Francisco’s North 
Beach neighborhood, but it also shot on location in many of San 

Francisco’s most iconic sites, including Alcatraz, the Golden 
Gate Bridge, and the Palace of Fine Arts. 
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Dirty Harry
“You’ve got to ask yourself one question: ‘Do I feel lucky?’ 
Well, do ya, punk?” Perhaps no movie in Clint Eastwood’s 
lengthy and equally impressive body of film work stands 
taller than Dirty Harry, in which gruff man of the law SFPD 
Inspector Harry Callahan tracks a sadistic serial killer 
throughout San Francisco, highlighting key locations such 
as the rooftops of North Beach, Mount Davidson, and most 
unforgettably Kezar Stadium.

Though well received and regarded as one of the best 
films of 1971, it sparked much controversy at the time of its 
release due to its overarching theme of vigilante justice.
The film’s reputation has evolved over the succeeding 
decades, however, and is now considered by many — 
including the New York Times, TV Guide, and Vanity Fair — 
to be among the greatest films of all time. 
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THX1138 
In George Lucas’ 1971 directorial debut 
starring Robert Duvall, Maggie McOmie,
and Donald Pleasence, the young filmmaker 
crafts a dystopian image of the future where 
the population is controlled by mandatory
drug use, constant monitoring, and an army 
of android police. Order and efficiency reign 
supreme in a dehumanized society where 
babies are born from growth chambers, 
individuality does not exist, and love and sex 

have been outlawed. While watching the film it 

is easy to spot many stylistic details which hint 

that Star Wars was on its way six years later. 

To create the claustrophobic and minimalist 
world of THX 1138, much of the film was shot 

in the newly built BART subway stations and 

tunnels throughout the Bay Area. Some of the 

trains, looking very much as they do now, even 

make cameo appearances as the sterile people 

movers of the future. 
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